| Cortex and striatum show spatial gradients of sensorimotor activity during visually guided behavior. a, Top, schematic of task and recording; bottom, task performance psychometric. b, Example recording session. Green traces: fluorescence from 3 ROIs; rasters: spikes recorded in the striatum plotted by depth. c, Trial-averaged cortical fluorescence 80 ms after stimulus onset for trials with 100% contrast right-hand stimuli (top), 0 ms after correct rightward-orienting movements (middle), and 80 ms after rewards (bottom), all during trials with reaction times less than 500 ms (from Movie 1). d, Frames from spatiotemporal kernels obtained by from cortical fluorescence on the same three task events (from Movies 2-4). e, Example units across the striatum aligned to contralateral (right-hand) stimuli (top), contralaterally (rightward)-orienting movements (middle two panels), and reward (bottom). f. Striatal multiunit activity grouped by depth relative to the striatum-piriform cortex border across experiments and aligned to contralateral stimuli (left), contralaterally-orienting movements (middle), and rewards (right), all during trials with reaction times less than 500 ms. Error bars represent SEM across recordings.
| Striatal domains are topographically correlated with connected cortical regions. a, Example frames from spatiotemporal kernels of cortical activity optimally predicting striatal multiunit activity at four depths, in one recording session, time lag of 0 s shown as a subset of the full cortical kernel ranging from -500 ms to +500 ms relative to striatal firing. b, Similar analysis, averaging over each striatal domain across all recordings (from Movie 6). c, Anatomical organization of corticostriatal projections from the Allen connectivity database 35 , each dot represents a cortical injection site that yielded axons in each corresponding striatal location, dot size represents relative projection density, data taken from both hemispheres and oriented to indicate cortical projections to the lefthand striatum. d, Cortical activity kernels calculated from mice performing the task (top) or passively viewing sparse noise stimuli (bottom), shown across multiple time lags relative to striatal spikes. Colors represent center-of-mass striatal depth for each pixel weighted by kernel amplitude, with transparency normalized to the maximum amplitude across time.
Figure 3 | Striatal domains exhibit a sensorimotor gradient of activity consistent with both task responses and cortical activity. a, Activity for each striatal domain across all trials from all recordings with contralateral stimuli and contralaterally-orienting movements. Trials are sorted vertically by reaction time; red line: stimulus onset, purple curve: movement onset. Activity within each timepoint smoothed with a running average of 50 trials to display across-trial trends. b, Kernels from regressing task events to striatal domain activity for stimuli (left), movements (middle), and outcome (right). c, Prediction of activity in each striatal domain by summing kernels for task events. Trials ordered vertically as in (a). d, Prediction of striatal activity from cortical activity, displayed similarly to (a,c). e, Activity in each striatal domain averaged across trials (from a, black), compared to prediction from task events (from c, blue), and predicted from cortical activity (from d, green); red line: stimulus onset, purple line: average movement onset, cyan line: average reward time. Error bars represent SEM across recordings. Figure 4| Striatal activity deviates from associated cortical activity for stimuli and movements in a learning-dependent manner. a, Top, cortical widefield activity was weighted by the spatiotemporal kernel corresponding to the dorsomedial striatal domain (left), and trials were divided into 5 bins across each stimulus type according to the amount of cortical activity following stimulus onset on that trial. The smallest and largest 5% of trials were excluded to minimize outlier effects. Different shades of green curves show cortical activity averaged over these 5 bins, for contralateral stimuli (left column), 0% contrast stimuli (center column), and ipsilateral stimuli (right column). Yellow bar shows time window used to assign trials to bins (50-150 ms following stimulus onset). The similar shape of these curves for each stimulus type indicates that binning has equalized cortical activity. Bottom, dorsomedial striatal activity, averaged over the same trials used to compute the green traces above. b, Activity in each striatal domain (y-axes) as a function of associated cortical activity (x-axes, corresponding to the 5 cortical activity bins), and task events relevant to each striatal domain (indicated by different colors of error bar and shaded curve). Top: activity in the medial striatum 50-150 ms after stimuli, divided by stimulus side and presence (from a). Middle two panels: activity in the centromedial striatum -50-50 ms (upper middle) and in the centrolateral striatum 50-150 ms (lower middle) after movement, divided by movement direction. Bottom panel: activity in the dorsolateral striatum 50-150 ms after outcome, divided by outcome type. Green dots and error bars show measured data. Shaded curves indicate prediction of striatal activity from cortical activity (x-axis values) plus an offset dependent on task event type (stimulus condition, movement direction, rewarded or not). Error bars represent SEM across recordings. * Significant difference across contexts compared to shuffled contexts, p < 0.05, twotailed. c, Mean stimulus responses in trained mice (top row) and naïve mice (bottom row) during passive viewing of task stimuli. Left: mean time course of dorsomedial striatal responses to 100% contrast contralateral (red) and ipsilateral (blue) stimuli. Middle, mean time course of cortical responses to the same stimuli. Right, striatal activity (y-axis) as a function of associated cortical activity (x-axis) and stimulus side (as in b, top panel).
